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4-PSK MODULATION

Objectives
 To describe the 4-phase PSK (Phase Shift Keying), absolute and differential, modulation
 To describe the N-phase PSK (Phase Shift Keying) Modulation
 To examine the wave-forms of the 4-PSK modulator.

Material

• Power unit PSU

• Module holder base

• Individual Control Unit SIS1

• Experiment module MCM31

• Oscilloscope

THEORETICAL NOTIONS

4-phase PSK modulation

In this modulation, called 4-PSK, or Quadrature PSK (QPSK), the sine carrier takes 4 phase values,
separated of 90° and determined by the combinations of bit pairs (Dibit) of the binary data signal. Fig.1
shows an example of correspondence between Dibit and phase. The data are coded into Dibit by a circuit
generating:

 a data signal I (In_phase) consisting in voltage levels corresponding to the value of the first bit
of the considered pair, for a duration equal to 2 bit intervals

 a data signal Q (in_Quadrature) consisting in voltage levels corresponding to the value of the
second bit of the pair, for a duration equal to 2 bit intervals.

The main factors characterizing the QPSK are:
 applications in data transmission modems (ITU-T V22/V26, BELL 201) and digital radio

transmission
 it needs circuits of high complexity
 possibility of error lower than FSK but higher than 2-PSK
 called Fb the bit transmission speed, the minimum spectrum Bw of the modulated signal is equal

to Fb/2
 the transmission efficiency, defined as the ratio between Fb and Bw, is equal to 2
 the Baud or Baud rate, defined as the modulation speed or symbol speed, is equal to Fb/2.

4-PSK Modulator

The 4 phases of the sine carrier can be obtained via the sum of 2 sine waves with the same frequency
and shifted of 90° between them. We can call the sine waves respectivelyΦ0 andΦ90:

 Φ0 = sin(wC·t)
 Φ90 = cos(wC·t)
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By adding respectivelyΦ0 andΦ90 direct or inverted:

Φ0+Φ90 -Φ0+Φ90 Φ0-Φ90 -Φ0-Φ90

you obtain the 4 phases for the QPSK signal. The modulator is carried out with two multipliers used as
2-PSK modulators, which supply the modulated PSKI and PSKQ signals. The sum of the two generates
the PSK signal with the 4 possible phases. The block diagram of the modulator used on the module is
shown in fig2. Two 1200-Hz sine carriers, shifted between them of 90°, are separately applied to 2
balanced modulators. The data (signals I and Q) reach the two modulators from the Dibit generator.
Each modulator provides the direct sine-wave when the data signal is to low level (bit "0"), the inverted
sine-wave (shifted of 180°) when the bit is "1". By adding the two outputs you get a 1200-Hz sine signal,
which phase can take 4 different values separated of 90° between them.

Figure 1: 4-PSK Modulation
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Figure 2: 4-PSK modulator mounted on the module

4-PSK demodulation

The demodulation of a 4-PSK signal is made via 2 product demodulators, which are reached by the 4-
PSK signal and 2 separate carriers with the same frequency used in transmission, and shifted between
them of 90°.
Fig.3 shows a block diagram of the 4-PSK demodulator, with the mathematical relations explaining how
the demodulation process occurs as an example. In the example we supposed to have a 4-PSK instant
signal obtained by the sum of the sine waves -Φ0 [-sin(wC·t)] and +Φ90[cos(wC·t)], generated by a bit
pair "Q=1" and "I=0".

Figure 3: 4-PSK demodulation
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Carrier regeneration

The carrier regeneration circuit must extract a signal coherent (same frequency and phase) with the
carrier from the 4-PSK signal, and, besides, generate a second sine wave shifted of 90° in respect to the
first one. A method used is the following (fig.4):

 a double squarer circuit removes the 180° phase shifts present in the modulated carrier, to
facilitate the same carrier regeneration by a next PLL circuit

 the PLL generates a square-wave signal with frequency four time the one of the 4-PSK
 a shifter circuit enables to properly adjust the phase of the regenerated carrier
 a frequency divider divides by 2 the square-wave supplied by the PLL, generating two square-

waves in phase opposition between them
 two frequency dividers divide by 2 the last wave-forms, and so the two regenerated carriers are

obtained, shifted between them of 90°.

Figure 4: Carriers regeneration from 4-PSK signal

Demodulator 4-PSK

The block diagram of the 4-PSK demodulator is shown in fig.5, while fig.6 points out the module
sections used on this purpose. The demodulator includes the following circuits:

 the carrier regenerator described before
 two 2-PSK demodulators (indicated on the diagram as I-DEM and QDEM), each consisting of a

double sampler. If the phases of the regenerated carriers are correct, the output of the samplers
contain only half-positive half-waves when the 4-PSK signal has a certain phase, only half-
negative half-waves when the phase is opposed

 two low pass filters
 a clock extraction circuit and two data re-timing circuits. The signals I and Q are supplied across

the outputs TP31 and TP35.
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Figure 5: Block diagram of the 4-PSK demodulator

Figure 6: 4-PSK demodulator mounted on the module
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PROCEDURE

Wave-forms of the 4-PSK Modulator
• MCM31 - Disconnect all jumpers
• SIS1 - Turn OFF all switches
• Set the circuit in 4-PSK absolute mode, with 24 bit data source and without data coding (connect J1b-
J3c-J4-J5-J6c; set SW2=Normal, SW3=24 bit, SW4=1200, SW5=1200/900, SW6=QPSK)

• Set a cyclic data sequence 11.00.01.10 (this facilitates the identification of the phase on the wave-form
detected by the oscilloscope), and push START

• Connect the oscilloscope to TP4 and TP16 and examine the data signal and the 4-PSK signal. Adjust
the PHASE to obtain phase shifts of the carrier at 00/900/1800/2700. You get wave-forms similar to
those of Fig. 7.

Q1 Examine the waveforms on TP4, TP6 and TP7. What can you state?

SKETCH THE GRAPHS FROM THE OSCILOSCOPE:
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Q2 Examine the modulated signal (TP16). What can you state?

SKETCH THE GRAPHS FROM THE OSCILOSCOPE:

Q3 Examine the waveforms across TP14 and TP15. What can you state?

SKETCH THE GRAPHS FROM THE OSCILOSCOPE:
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Figure 7: 4-PSK modulator waveforms

Waveforms of the 4-PSK demodulator

• Set circuit in 4-PSK absolute mode, 24 bit data source and without data coding (connect J1b-J3c-J4-J5-
J6c; set SW2=Normal, SW3=24 bit, SW4=1200, SW5=1200/900, SW6=QPSK, SW7=Squaring Loop,
SW8 =Dibit , NOISE=min)

• Set a cyclic data sequence 11.00.01.10 (this facilitates the identification of the phase on the wave-form
detected by the oscilloscope), and push START

• Connect the oscilloscope to TP16 and TP20, to examine the 4-PSK signal before and after
communication channel. Adjust PHASE to obtain the phase shifts of the carrier of 00/900/1800/2700.
Waveforms are obtained similar to those of Fig. 8

• See the effect of the communication channel on the 4-PSK signal. As the communication channel is
limited band, the phase transitions of the 4-PSK output channel are slightly beveled.

• The 4-PSK demodulation is made with two PSK, I-DEM and Q-DEM demodulators. Each PSK
demodulator consists in a double sampler, which samples the positive and negative half-waves of the
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input 4-PSK signal. The sampling clock consists in the 1200Hz carrier regenerated in the Carrier
Recovery section.

Q4 Examine the regenerated carrier across TP21 and TP22?

• The signals supplied by the 2-PSK demodulators (TP23 and TP25) crosses low pass filters, removing
the residuals of the 1200 Hz carrier. At the filters’ output there is the waveform of the detected signals
“I” and “Q” (TP24 and TP26).

• It can happen that the received signal “I” and “Q” are exchanged (or of opposed sign) in respect to the
transmitted one. This can be understood as the demodulator does not know which of the coming
phases is 0° or 180°, and this ambiguity can take to the inversion of the demodulated data. The
ambiguity is overcome by carrying out a data differential coding before modulation. In case push
Phase Sync to obtain the signal “I” and “Q” with proper sign.

Q5 On which measurement point you get the received data signal?

 push Phase Sync to obtain the received data equal to the transmitted ones

(TP4)
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Turn ON switch S6

Q6 The data received in TP19 is not correct. Why?

Figure 8: 4-PSK demodulator waveforms. Figure 9: 4-PSK carrier regenerator


